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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The trafficking of pangolins and their scales drives corruption, undermines the rule of law, creates public health risks, and even threatens local and regional security. Additionally, the illicit pangolin trade may have even played a role in the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic. Critically, the trade—and all of its related challenges—appears to be growing: between 2015 and 2019, 253 tonnes of pangolin scales were confiscated, and the annual quantity of pangolin scales seized increased by nearly 400%. To expose the logistics of how these scales are trafficked internationally, Tipping the Scales uses publicly available seizure data and investigative case studies.

The global plight of pangolins is increasingly well-known, but less understood are the opaque supply chains that enable pangolin trafficking. To trace this illicit system from consolidation hubs in West and Central Africa to China’s consumer markets, Tipping the Scales analyses 899 pangolin seizures. Drawing on C4ADS’ Wildlife Seizure Database, law enforcement partner seizure data, official government documents, corporate data, and expert interviews, the report details how traffickers nest their activities within licit systems of trade and commerce. To disrupt this trade, C4ADS identifies opportunities for intervention and capacity building.

In Section I, the report finds that pangolin scale traffickers have co-opted bushmeat supply chains and legal breeding programs for their illicit activities. Bushmeat-scale trafficking supply chains are particularly prominent in Central and West Africa; 72% of African scale seizures over the last five years have come from those regions. Growing demand for pangolin meat and scales has made pangolins a dual-transaction good that relies on transport networks between rural areas and urban and coastal distribution hubs. Further, the report finds that pangolin breeding programs in sub-Saharan Africa obscure the lines between poaching, conservation, and science.

In Section II, the report finds that bulk pangolin scale shipments often exit the continent through coastal countries in Central and West Africa. While 70% of intercontinental trafficking instances tied to Africa rely on the air transport sector, 81% of the total weight of pangolin scales are trafficked intercontinentally via the maritime transport sector. China and Hong Kong are the trade’s most prominent destinations. Since 2015, 42% of the 195 tonnes of pangolin scales seized throughout Asia originated in Africa and were seized in or bound for China or Hong Kong.

In Section III, the report finds that there are more than 1,000 companies, hospitals, and other entities participating in China’s legal market for medicinal pangolin products. In this market, which allows companies to privately stockpile pangolin scales, traffickers exploit lax regulations to sell scales from Africa and Asia. Government-reported pangolin scale consumption quotas, geo-tagged company data, and seizures suggest that Guangdong and Hunan provinces have relatively high levels of exposure to both the legal pangolin market and pangolin trafficking.

Based on these findings, Tipping the Scales makes 10 recommendations to increase detection of and improve enforcement against transnational criminal networks operating in Africa and Asia (see page 58).
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Defining the Core Pangolin Trafficking Supply Chain
Transnational criminal syndicates are turning a profit by exploiting pangolins. Recognized as “the world’s most trafficked mammal” since at least 2014, the animal’s only protection is keratin scales that cover its body—the exact thing that paying consumers in China, Vietnam, and elsewhere believe holds medicinal properties. Throughout sub-Saharan Africa and Asia, poachers hunt all eight species of pangolin to fill the demand for scales and meat. Seizures of known pangolin shipments increased over the last five years. By 2019, global pangolin seizures reached an all-time high: authorities seized more than 116 tonnes of pangolin scales and meat with a more than 70% increase in the number of global seizures seen just five years earlier. In their pursuit to fulfill consumer demand for pangolins, traffickers exploit communities and legal supply chains. Together, such activities threaten economic growth, erode progress toward good governance, and degrade environmental stewardship.

Although there is no scientific proof that pangolin meat and scales have medicinal properties, reliance on the species for food and medicine remains strong in many consumer markets. Subsistence poaching of pangolins has given way to viewing the animal as a luxury food item in Africa and Asia and contributed to scale-sourcing supply chains. Wildlife traffickers operating in Central and West Africa have emerged to fill the demand created by Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) markets in China and elsewhere. While Eastern and Southern Africa have traditionally been hubs for international ivory trafficking, 7% of seized African pangolin scales originated in or transited through those regions over the last five years. In contrast, about 90% (184 tonnes) of seized pangolin scales transited through Central and West Africa since 2015. What was once largely a regional, intra-Asian trade relying on the four Asian species of pangolin, has increasingly become an international trade that heavily relies on transcontinental transportation services. Today, Central and West Africa appear to be as critical to the sourcing side of the illicit pangolin supply chain as China is to the demand side.

In 2016, the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species (CITES)—a treaty that governs the international trade of wild animals and plants—applied its highest level of protection to all eight pangolin species. Classified as Appendix I, CITES banned the interstate commercial trade of pangolins. However, CITES has no independent enforcement authority over activities within the sovereign territory of its parties. Therefore, countries like China can be a party to CITES, while also operating domestic consumer markets for pangolin-based products. In China, longstanding cultural practices have industrialized; pharmaceutical companies and TCM practitioners legally produce, prescribe, and apply pangolin-based medicines on a massive scale. Although recent regulatory changes introduced by the Chinese government in June 2020 may begin to restrict the size of this market, for decades, the country’s TCM market has generated a demand for scales up to an estimated 150,000 pangolins annually. China’s legal pangolin market and decentralized stockpile system, which leaves pangolin scales in the hands of for-profit companies, creates opportunities for criminal syndicates to profit while blurring the line between licit and illicit systems.

Unchecked international pangolin trafficking is not only an existential threat to the species, it is also a security concern. The trade enriches criminal actors that create public health risks, fuel corruption, and undermine the rule of law. Wildlife traffickers routinely take advantage of legal loopholes and bribe key government and industry stakeholders. They drive the creation of permissive environments that are simultaneously exploited by other illicit networks that also rely on money laundering, extortion, and licit systems of trade and commerce. Without a data-driven understanding of the trade, traffickers will increasingly pose local and regional security risks across Africa and Asia. Tipping the Scales uses data on 899 pangolin seizures from C4ADS’ Wildlife Seizure Database and global law enforcement partners, as well as publicly available investigative data, to uncover the pangolin trafficking supply chains and propose concrete measures for combatting wildlife crime.
GLOSSARY

CITES

CWT
Counter-Wildlife Trafficking

IWT
Illicit Wildlife Trafficking

NFGA
National Forestry and Grasslands Administration of the People’s Republic of China. The NFGA is the national-level authority, and each province has a provincial-level authority.

TCM
Traditional Chinese Medicine

Air Seizure
An air seizure is made at airports or affiliated cargo warehouses before or after an illicit wildlife product has been transported via plane from one location to another. Air seizures include both passenger-carried wildlife and products shipped via air freight services. Air seizures are also referred to as “seizures in the air transport sector.”

Destination Location
The location to which a shipment of product is headed. As shipments are merged and divided, creating new shipments, destination locations can change. Thus, they are not necessarily reflective of the ultimate consumption location for a product.

Interdiction Rate
The number of shipments of illicit product that are seized (i.e. interdicted) compared to the total number of known shipments that transit a given location.

Land Seizure
A land seizure is made at inland locations, outside of logistics hubs like airports, ports, and mail processing facilities. Examples of where land seizures might be made include in homes, in company warehouses, on roads, or at land border crossings.

Mail Seizure
A mail seizure is made at post and parcel processing facilities or customs inspection points. Mail seizures can be of small and large personal shipments as well as commercial shipments via package delivery services (i.e., courier services).

Origin Location
The starting point of a shipment of product. As shipments are merged and divided, thus creating new shipments, origin locations may be re-set to reflect that part of the transport route. Therefore, origin locations are not necessarily reflective of the initial source location of a product.

Pangolin Product
A pangolin product can include any component of the animal, such as meat, skin, claws, limbs, and scales.

Sea Seizure
A sea seizure is made at maritime ports, affiliated cargo warehouses and customs inspection points, or from boats along various bodies of water (e.g., rivers, gulfs, seas, etc.) Sea seizures include both passenger and crew-carried wildlife products on vessels like speedboats as well as containerized shipments on cargo ships. Sea seizures are also referred to as “seizures in the maritime transport sector.”

Seizure
A seizure is one interception of an illicit product by enforcement authorities.

Shipment
A shipment is a batch of product, regardless of size, that is trafficked as a single unit.

Transit Location
A transit location is the location through which a shipment passes. A shipment can have multiple transit locations.

Whole Pangolin
A whole pangolin refers to the live or dead body of the animal.
Tipping the Scales analyzes pangolin trafficking from Central and West Africa to China between January 1, 2015 and December 31, 2019, to provide insight on the status of the illicit trade and emerging trends. The report draws on four primary types of information:

- 741 whole pangolin or pangolin scale seizures curated from publicly available sources such as news reports and customs press releases;
- 158 additional pangolin seizures provided to C4ADS by law enforcement authorities, including the World Customs Organization and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (U.S. FWS) – Zoological Society of London (ZSL) MENTOR-POP (Progress on Pangolins) program;
- 10 interviews with counter-wildlife trafficking experts; and
- Investigative data drawn from publicly available information such as Chinese corporate registries, trade data, and the CITES Trade Database.

C4ADS’ Wildlife Seizure Database forms the foundation of the trends analysis in this report. The Database maintains records of ivory, rhino horn, and pangolin seizures tracing back to 2009. It is populated by careful curation and systematic integration of publicly available reporting on wildlife seizures in more than 10 languages on a daily basis by a team of six analysts. This report focuses on the trends derived from the Database’s 899 pangolin seizures over the last five years (2015-2019).

More than 90 fields of information can be recorded for each seizure in C4ADS’ Wildlife Seizure Database. Select fields include: seized products and quantities; date of seizure; origin, transit, and destination locations; obfuscation methods; individual(s) arrested during the seizure; airports and seaports used to move the seized products; and sources of information. The robustness of seizure data, and thus the Database, relies on the quality of publicly available reporting. Therefore, a few caveats must be considered:

1. Details on seizures can be reported inaccurately and change over time.
2. An increase or decrease in the reporting of seizures is not necessarily reflective of an increase or decrease in trafficking, but could indicate either an increase in proactive reporting by news agencies sometimes due to increased public interest, or an increase in law enforcement capabilities leading to higher interdiction rates.
3. Seizures only reflect failed trafficking attempts. Thus, there may be successful trafficking tactics and routes that are unknown.

For more information on the complexities of analyzing seizure data, please refer to C4ADS’ Flying Under the Radar. To minimize the potential bias and factual inaccuracies that may result from news reporting, C4ADS records information from multiple sources whenever possible. Furthermore, since aggregate trends are more affected by public reporting shortfalls, multiyear and relative trend analysis is prioritized throughout the report. The data is interpreted in the context of C4ADS’ experience working on counter-wildlife trafficking (CWT) issues and interaction with on-the-ground organizations to ensure that the trends are reflective of what the greater CWT community is seeing. To support a broad view of the impact of the trade on pangolins and the nuances of China’s legal pangolin scale stockpile, C4ADS worked with and interviewed academic researchers, wildlife criminologists, pangolin biology experts, and experts at CWT non-governmental organizations (NGOs).

The pangolin seizure data in C4ADS’ Wildlife Seizure Database is enriched with non-public pangolin seizure reporting (2015-2019) from the World Customs Organization’s Customs Enforcement Network (WCO’s CEN) and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (US FWS) - Zoological Society of London (ZSL) MENTOR-POP (Progress on Pangolins) Program. WCO’s CEN data was collected by its international network of members and liaison offices that interact with global customs and associated law enforcement agencies. This data and U.S. FWS-ZSL MENTOR-POP program’s Cameroon data provide improved insight into countries critical to the trade, but where local media reporting of the issue may be scarce.

Within the conservation community, there is concern that public reports that expose trafficking hotspots, animal habitats, and the value chain of illegal activity can be exploited by current and potential trafficking syndicates to evade detection. C4ADS considered this when outlining what information to include in this report and to prevent any ongoing CWT operations from being compromised. These self-limitations had no effect on the analysis of pangolin trafficking trends in the report.
Defining the Core Pangolin Trafficking Supply Chain

Analyzing the trade of pangolins and pangolin products from Africa to Asia requires an understanding of the structure of illegal wildlife trafficking syndicates. A model wildlife trafficking syndicate consists of peripheral actors (poachers and consumers) and core actors (intermediaries, consolidators, transporters, and distributors). The peripheral actors are the most numerous and replaceable. Therefore, actions taken against peripheral actors have less of an impact on dismantling trafficking syndicates. In contrast, the core actors have unique skillsets and are therefore less replaceable. They rely on established relationships with corrupt officials, insider knowledge on logistics supply chains, and personal networks of suppliers and distributors. Targeting the core actors is critical to creating systemic change.

C4ADS’ analysis and recommendations operate under the assumption that individuals involved in wildlife trafficking syndicates are rational actors driven by financial gain and the desire to mitigate personal risk. C4ADS expects these actors to engage in illegal wildlife trafficking activity based on a cost-benefit calculation. As a result, C4ADS believes that larger shipments are indicative of coordinated and complex syndicates that not only have the capabilities to manage and transport large amounts of product, but also view the risk of seizure as low.

Therefore, to substantially alter the illicit wildlife trade, authorities should work toward creating a less permissive environment for wildlife crime. Doing so means increasing the risk of detection, seizure, arrest, and prosecution. Such enforcement actions—particularly the confiscation of illicit wildlife product and the certainty of incarceration—increase the costs of engaging in wildlife crime. Over time, traffickers will move away from their illicit endeavors if they are viewed as too risky, increasingly costly, and ultimately less profitable. This cost-benefit framework and understanding of the wildlife trafficking network guide C4ADS’ analysis of the illegal trade of pangolins. The Global Pangolin Trade graphic provides a brief overview of the network that facilitates the illegal trade of African pangolins to Asia, which will be discussed in further detail throughout the paper.
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2  Throughout the report, “tonnes” refers to metric tons and is equivalent to 1,000 kilograms and 2,205 lbs.

3  A dual-transaction good is a single item that can be split and sold as two products. In this case, a pangolin can be sold for its meat as well as its scales into separate consumer markets.


6  In addition to demand from Asia for pangolin-derived medicinal remedies, traditional healers in Africa also use pangolin scales.
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28 Demand for pangolin meat in China allegedly accounts for up to an additional 150,000 pangolins each year.


29 This feature of China’s pangolin stockpile is discussed in-depth in Section III of this report.


36 Throughout the report, all citations to C4ADS’ Wildlife Seizure Database include data provided by WCO’s CEN and FWS’ MENTOR (Mentoring for Environmental Training in Outreach and Resource conservation) POP (Progress on Pangolins), unless otherwise indicated.

Tipping the Scales

Traffickers target all four species of African pangolins, with the most urgent trafficking crisis occurring in Central and West Africa. Since 2015, 72% of all known pangolin scale seizures linked to Africa transited through or originated in these two regions. Within Central and West Africa, traffickers leverage two distinct supply chains for delivering pangolin scales to consumers: a supply chain that co-opts the bushmeat trade to collect scales in bulk and a supply chain that relies on pangolin breeding programs, which create opportunities to obfuscate trafficking activity as an ostensibly legal trade. Of these two supply chains, the exploitation of the existing bushmeat trade is the dominant model. Understanding the prevalence and methods of these supply chains is critical to improving enforcement outcomes on illicit pangolin sourcing.
Central and West Africa: The Critical Regions

Home to four species of pangolin, Central and West Africa have become vital source regions for the global pangolin trade. The Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), Cameroon, and Nigeria have emerged as the most critical jurisdictions exposed to the trade in these regions. Since 2015, pangolin seizures with known origins and links to Africa most commonly originate from the Central and West African countries of Nigeria (26%), Cameroon (19%), and the DRC (14%). During the same period, pangolin scale seizures associated with these two regions grew in size, with the average weight of a pangolin scale seizure increasing by 995% to 3,059 kilograms per seizure. While East and Southern Africa are not exempt from the illicit trade—they appear to have higher detection, interdiction, and reporting rates for pangolin seizures—the size of pangolin seizures in that part of the continent are typically much smaller or consist more often of live pangolins than those in Central and West Africa. In the last five years, South Africa, Zimbabwe, and Uganda achieved more pangolin seizures than any Central or West African country, except Cameroon. At the same time, the average size of pangolin scale seizures in East or Southern Africa decreased 81%, making them only about 3.2% the average size of seizures associated with Central and West Africa in 2019 (See Figure 1). Therefore, while East and Southern Africa experience high frequency low-volume shipments of scales, West and Central Africa experience relatively low frequency, but high-volume shipments.

The tremendous growth in the size of pangolin seizures linked to Central and West Africa suggests well-financed trafficking syndicates are increasingly operating out of these regions. The larger the seizure, the more complex the syndicate behind an illicit pangolin shipment. Paying for, collecting, and transporting large quantities of pangolin products entails great upfront investment and coordination. It also indicates a calculation by traffickers that engaging in the enterprise is low risk. Losing one large shipment in a seizure may mean a significant reduction in profits, yet syndicates continue to traffic in large quantities. The traffickers appear confident that shipments will not be detected by law enforcement and that their channels of import and export are secure, possibly through corrupt means. Thus, Central and West Africa have become critical regions for combating the illicit trade in pangolins.

Figure 1: Regional Comparison of Number of Seizures and Average Weight Seized Over Time, 2015-2019. Source: C4ADS’ Wildlife Seizure Database.
Overlapping Bushmeat and Scale Supply Chains

Pangolin hunting in Africa has a long history, but Asian demand has transformed a subsistence activity into an internationalized illicit trade reliant on Central and West Africa. Home to all four African species of pangolin and spanning Central and West African countries, the Congo Basin Forest is a key region for pangolin poaching. In particular, 61% of this forest exists within the borders of the DRC, which experiences significant pangolin poaching in its northern, southern, and southwestern provinces. CWT professionals in the DRC emphasize the country’s critical position in the pangolin trafficking supply chain as a major source, transit, and exit point to the global market. Investigating supply chains in this area reveal that supply networks developed from decades of African pangolin poaching for subsistence and traditional African medicine have been co-opted by trafficking syndicates. Local traffickers bring descaled pangolin meat to rural and urban markets for consumption, while pangolin scales are consolidated for export by intercontinental syndicates.

At the early stages of the pangolin scale supply chain, poachers work within their community to capture pangolins for the bushmeat trade. Hunting for pangolins is not resource-intensive. Some hunters are known to use snares or dogs to help locate the animals, but the capture itself does not require the outfitting of weapons. Pangolins removed from their natural environment typically struggle to survive in captivity, but the animal can be sold live, dead, or descaled and preserved (e.g., smoked or refrigerated). While bushmeat is consumed as a subsistence protein in Africa, it is also desired as a luxury food item in urban centers. Thus, after being sold to rural bushmeat markets or to urban transporters, pangolin meat is often taken to cities via road or by boat on the Congo River. Upon arrival in Kinshasa (DRC) or Brazzaville (Republic of the Congo), meat is often consolidated pending sale at downtown markets and restaurants.

In the DRC and the Republic of the Congo, poachers sell descaled pangolin meat to bushmeat markets and stockpile pangolin scales at home. Poachers know they can receive additional income by selling the scales separately and waiting for intermediaries to collect the scales directly. Seizure data suggests this is a prevalent method throughout Africa because whole pangolins are not typically seized in large quantities or together with scales. Nearly half (45%) of all pangolin seizures on the continent include whole, often live, pangolins, indicative of recent poaching activity. It is also very rare that pangolin scales are seized alongside whole pangolins. Seizures of whole pangolins in Africa average just 2.5 pangolins per seizure, while pangolin scale seizures originating from Africa average 1,144 kilograms from roughly 317 to 3,800 pangolins. The lack of seizures containing both meat and scales, and the notable discrepancy between the number of whole pangolins seized and the number of pangolins needed to fulfill a shipment of scales, suggests that pangolin scales appear to be separated from the meat early in the supply chain.
DRC-based investigators indicate that some of the intermediaries who buy scales from poachers are employed by foreign timber and mining businesses. These go-betweens allegedly collect scales as they travel rural DRC for legitimate business activities. A 2020 survey indicated that “non-locals” buy pangolin products in Maséghéseghe, a village just outside Tayna Nature Reserve in Eastern DRC, but not in villages within the reserve. The area east of Tayna Nature Reserve has multiple mining research permits held by foreign companies, and is near the Ugandan border—a known route for trafficking consolidated pangolin scales out of the DRC.

Once scales are collected from disparate locations around the DRC, they are consolidated for intercontinental export. Export happens through major maritime and air transit hubs either in the country where the pangolins were poached or after being smuggled via land routes to neighboring countries (Reference Section II: The Intercontinental Transport of Scales). Two major models of consolidation and export include:

- **Model 1:** Intermediaries collect pangolin scales periodically as they travel through rural areas and consolidate them in major cities like Kinshasa and Brazzaville. In these cities, the scales are handed off to facilitators with connections at transportation hubs, such as airports and seaports, for export. C4ADS’ Wildlife Seizure Database shows trafficking activity through N’Djili International Airport in the DRC.

- **Model 2:** Intermediaries collect pangolin scales in bulk from rural areas and traffic them through neighboring countries before being exported off the continent. Traffickers first move the pangolin scales across land borders, often by motorbike, car, or container truck. The scales are then consolidated in major cities for intercontinental export through airports or seaports. C4ADS’ Wildlife Seizure Database shows routes out of the DRC to the Republic of Congo and Central African Republic.
Local and International Pangolin Supply Chains in Cameroon

Cameroon has emerged as a hotspot for pangolin meat and scale trafficking. Between 2015 and 2019, Cameroonian authorities made 84 pangolin seizures, which included the confiscation of nearly 9,280 kilograms of scales. Cameroon is both a major source and transit country; 21% of all pangolin seizures in Africa are linked to Cameroon. It is very rare that seizures contain both pangolin meat and scales, which reflect the divergent bushmeat and scale supply chains. Whole pangolin seizures are clustered near Abong Mbang, Korup National Park, or bushmeat markets such as the Kye-Ossi market on the border of Cameroon, Equatorial Guinea, and Gabon. Over 75% of whole pangolin seizures in Cameroon involve less than 10 whole pangolins, and 46% of the time, whole pangolins are seized with other bushmeat. Pangolin scale shipments linked to Cameroon are most often seized at air and seaports in Douala, Yaoundé, and Bonabéri, or at land border crossings into neighboring countries.

C4ADS’ Wildlife Seizure Database and in-country investigations suggest that Cameroon is an important origin, transit, and exit jurisdiction for pangolin scales leaving the African continent. The CAR-, Gabon-, and DRC-to-Cameroon trafficking routes all appear in C4ADS’ Wildlife Seizure Database.

• CAR-, Gabon-, and DRC-to-Cameroon trafficking routes all appear in C4ADS’ Wildlife Seizure Database.

• The Cameroon-to-Nigeria trafficking route is known by local investigators as crucial to supplying Nigeria with scales for the intercontinental trade. Seizure data suggests the prominence of pangolin seizures in areas near Cameroon’s northwest border with Nigeria.

• The Cameroon-to-Asia route is seen in 21 trafficking instances. The majority (81%) of those shipments leave Africa by air, most often from Douala International Airport and Yaoundé Nsimalen International Airport. The remaining 19% of pangolin scale shipments exported from Cameroon to Asia come from seaports. Eighty-six percent of all trafficking instances linked to Cameroon and destined for Asia involved pangolin products bound for China or Hong Kong.

As the international scale trade has grown, traffickers have integrated themselves into the rural and urban bushmeat economies. Poachers have the opportunity to profit twice from each pangolin captured: once in the bushmeat trade and again in the international scale trade. The consolidation of scales from hunted pangolins likely accounts for the majority of scales trafficked from Africa.
Pangolin Breeding Programs

A less prevalent, but equally exploitative source of scales, is the quasi-licit business venture of breeding programs. Pangolin breeding is seen by some consumers as a solution to the twin demands of species conservation and consumer appetites for medicinal products.\(^6\)\(^7\)\(^8\) As a result, breeding programs have sprung up throughout Africa.\(^9\) Often relying on wild-caught pangolins to create their initial stock,\(^10\) many programs are oriented toward discovering ways to commercially farm pangolins for their scales.\(^11\) Thus, pangolin breeding programs muddy the distinction between trafficking and research, providing syndicates a veneer of legitimacy.

Breeding programs have long aroused suspicion due to their commercial orientation and the well-documented challenges of raising pangolins in captivity.\(^12\)\(^13\) Pangolins struggle to adapt to artificial diets and require supervised care,\(^14\) both of which are capital- and land-intensive. Even under the best conditions, long-term survival of a single animal is rare, making breeding programs infeasible on a commercial scale.\(^15\)\(^16\) Furthermore, captive pangolin births are typically not successful. When successful, many do not live beyond one year and are believed to be the result of wild conception.\(^17\)\(^18\) Only a small number of programs, such as one at the Taipei Zoo, have had success with third-generational captive breeding.\(^19\)

CITES Regulations of Captive Breeding

CITES governs the international trade of endangered fauna and flora. As an Appendix I species, international commercial trade of pangolins is prohibited.\(^1\) However, there are two conditions under which CITES allows captively-bred pangolins or their products to be internationally exported.\(^2\)

1. If the specimens can be certified as multi-generational offspring from captive stock and are being sold for non-commercial purposes, then captively-bred specimens are treated as Appendix II, which allows for CITES-approved exports.\(^3\)\(^4\)
2. If the breeding facility is registered with the CITES Secretariat, then captively-bred Appendix I animals may be traded for commercial purposes.\(^5\)\(^6\) As of publication, the CITES Secretariat did not register any pangolin breeding facilities.\(^7\)

According to the CITES Trade Database, since the up-listing of pangolins to Appendix I in 2016, there have been five instances of pangolins or pangolin products exported under approved CITES permits that were classified as “animals bred in captivity” or “animals born in captivity.”\(^8\)\(^9\) While all five instances were classified as “specimens,” each was given a measurement unit of “g” or “ml.”\(^10\) Therefore, it is possible these were not whole pangolins and were instead exports of pangolin products. Four of these five instances were exports from South Africa to Malaysia in 2018 and had no reported purpose. The fifth was an export from Singapore to Great Britain that was categorized as “for scientific purposes.”\(^11\)

---

9. Note the CITES Trade Database is created from annual reports from CITES Management Authorities, which can include copies of documents. There are instances of CITES documents containing incorrect information. In particular, the source of the species listed as “animals bred in captivity,” despite the animals being sourced from the wild, is reportedly a common abuse. C4ADS was unable to independently verify the information from the CITES Trade Database in relation to the five exports described in this section. Source: “A guide to using the CITES Trade Database.” United Nations Environment Programme and World Conservation Monitoring Centre, October 2013, https://trade.cites.org/cites_trade_guidelines/en-CITES_Trade_Database_Guide.pdf.
Breeding Programs’ Ties to Pharmaceutical Companies

In spite of well-known challenges, multiple pangolin breeding programs were established in Africa between 2013 and 2016. Several of these raised suspicion among the conservation community and even law enforcement for potential involvement in illicit activities. CWT authorities suspected one such breeding program, Olsen East Africa International Investment Co. Ltd., of involvement in illicit wildlife activities. Olsen East Africa International Investment’s background and operations demonstrate how government-approved pangolin breeding programs could potentially cloak international pangolin scale trafficking.

Olsen East Africa International Investment Co. Ltd. was established in Uganda in 2013. A Chinese national, Ma Jinru, is reportedly the director of the company. In April 2014, the company had a permit to trade pangolin scales and products within the country and was granted a permit to breed pangolins. Media reports about the company’s breeding activities allege that “1/3 of [Olsen East Africa’s] artificially-bred pangolins were returned to the wild, 1/3 were exported for use as seedlings [of other breeding programs], and 1/3 were used to continue breeding.” However, the activities of the parent company and director suggest the company may have been selling pangolin scales to China’s pharmaceutical industry.

Across the Indian Ocean, Olsen East Africa International Investment’s parent company is a Chinese graphics and animation firm named Hangzhou Aosen Technology Co. Ltd., which expanded into pharmaceuticals sometime in or before 2013. Hangzhou Aosen’s website states that “Olsen East Africa International Investment Co. Ltd. is primarily involved in breeding and the research and development of Chinese medicine. Because domestic [within China] pangolin resources are very scarce, [the company] transferred to Uganda in 2013 to breed pangolins.”

**Effects and Uses:**

Promoting blood circulation and dispersing knots; promoting lactation; eliminating carbuncles and ulcers;... It is used for amenorrhea, dysphagia, carbuncle, swollen sores, arthralgia, and numbness.

Pangolin scales are Chinese medicine ingredients... Pangolins are a Grade-I nationally protected species...; the market price [of pangolin scales] is very high.

---

Olsen East Africa International Investment’s director, Ma Jinru—who also owns 46% of Hangzhou Aosen Technology—raised the issue of using African pangolins (rather than Chinese pangolins) in Chinese medicine products at the 2014 Seminar on the Development and Prospects of Artificial Pangolin Breeding. The seminar was attended by Chinese government representatives, TCM-focused NGOs, pharmaceutical companies, researchers, and pangolin breeders. The Chairman of the Chinese Traditional Medicine Association’s TCM Ingredients Cultivation Committee noted that previous attempts at commercial breeding had failed. He argued that the biggest impediment to commercial pangolin breeding is the lack of “seedlings” (pangolins used to begin the breeding cycle), because only previously domesticated pangolins could enter the international trade. At the same conference, Ma Jinru reportedly claimed: “In the future, I can supply you all with pangolin seedlings, but the four species of [African] pangolins are not included in China’s pharmacopeia.” She added that African pangolins need to be researched to receive approval.

Despite Ma Jinru’s acknowledgement that African pangolins are not approved for use in Chinese medicine, Hangzhou Aosen Technology’s website hosts images of pangolin scales and indicates the company’s intent to sell them under the banner “Olsen International.” The website describes pangolin scales as “Chinese medicine ingredients” with a “very high market price” and lists their TCM characteristics and medicinal effects. However, there is no public record of Olsen East Africa International Investment’s breeding program having ever been registered with CITES, which would be required for the legal sale of scales from Africa to Asia for commercial purposes post up-listing in 2016.

Figure 5: The Link between Olsen East Africa International Investment Co. Ltd. and Beijing Shengshi Xingwen Group

“福州奥森农业有限公司” [“Fuzhou Olsen Agriculture Co., Ltd.”]. Chinese Business Registry.
“北京鑫阳辉煌科技有限公司” [“Beijing Xinyang Huihuang Technology Co., Ltd.”]. Chinese Business Registry.
“北京泰康祥和药业有限责任公司” [“Beijing Taikang Xianghe Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.”]. Chinese Business Registry.
“北京盛世兴文国际贸易有限公司” [“Beijing Shengshi Xingwen International Trade Co., Ltd.”]. Chinese Business Registry.
A Chinese conservation NGO has further alleged the identity of one of Ma Jinru’s customers: Beijing Shengshi Xingwen Group (北京盛世兴文集团). Until 2018, Ma Jinru was reportedly a shareholder in a company named Fuzhou Olsen Agriculture Co. Ltd. (福州奥森农业有限公司) along with Beijing Xinyang Huihuang Technology Co. Ltd. (北京鑫阳辉煌科技有限公司). Until June 2014, Beijing Xinyang’s sole investor was reportedly Zheng Qintong (郑沁彤). Zheng Qintong is also reported to be the director of Beijing Taikong Xianghe Pharmaceutical Co. (北京泰康祥和药业有限责任公司), which shares two directors and one shareholder with Beijing Shengshi Xingwen. Beijing Shengshi Xingwen claims to have a pangolin breeding center in Uganda for the purpose of supplying ingredients for its TCM products, although it does not specify Olsen East Africa International Investment. In 2016, two years after Olsen East Africa International Investment was granted a breeding license, illicit wildlife products were allegedly discovered at Ma Jinru’s home. Ugandan authorities ultimately revoked Olsen East Africa International Investment’s breeding license. The company’s apparent connections to pharmaceutical manufacturers and allegations of misconduct represent a pattern among breeding programs operating in Africa. Although public sources do not document many concrete instances of illegal behavior, these programs appear to blur the line between licit and illicit activity.

Identifying the source of trafficked pangolin scales is particularly challenging due to the complexity and variability of trafficking activity. However, understanding the previously described sourcing methods provides opportunities for prioritizing action. First, as the pangolin bushmeat and scale trades often converge at the sourcing-end of the supply chain, law enforcement can target both illicit activities simultaneously. Second, breeding programs are often highly visible legal entities that should be subjected to strict monitoring or shut down entirely. In the trafficking stage of the supply chain, the overlap between illicit and licit becomes even more pronounced as traffickers rely on legal systems of trade and transport to move pangolin scales from Africa to Asia.
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Ninety-four percent of whole pangolin seizures have recorded quantities.
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SECTION II: THE INTERCONTINENTAL TRANSPORT OF SCALES

In 2019, intercontinental pangolin scale seizures originating in Africa and destined for Asia averaged nearly 10 times the size of seizures in 2015, rising from an already significant average of 332 kilograms of scales per seizure to more than 3,200 kilograms of scales per seizure.¹ Trafficking syndicates routinely exploit a few key transport logistics hubs in the air and maritime sectors. Identifying these at-risk locations and tracking illicit pangolin scales from Africa to their consumer markets in Asia can inform where enforcement capacity needs to increase to more efficiently disrupt intercontinental trafficking.
Intra-African Shipment Consolidation

Prior to intercontinental shipment, pangolin scales are typically trafficked over land through one or more neighboring countries. In 2019, for example, Ugandan authorities seized “thousands of pangolin scales” from container trucks transiting from South Sudan to Uganda. More broadly, the average weight of pangolin scale land seizures in Africa is 792 kilograms. Countries along the western coast of Africa have the largest average land seizure weights and are consolidation points before pangolin scales are shipped off the continent.

After consolidation is complete, traffickers have two major options for shipping products to Asia: by air or by sea. Between 2015 and 2019, the maritime transport sector’s relevance to pangolin trafficking increased, accounting for 76% of all seized pangolin scales by weight in 2019. Yet, over the last five years, 69% of all pangolin seizures originating in Africa with known destinations in Asia were made in the air transport sector. The variation in weight of pangolin scales seized in the air and maritime sectors is stark: In 2019, under 500 kilograms of pangolin scales trafficked from Africa to Asia were seized in the air transport sector, while over one hundred times more (nearly 55,000 kilograms) were seized in the maritime sector. Thus, maritime routes account for the majority of pangolin scales trafficked out of Africa and appear to be increasingly critical to the operations of criminal syndicates.

Figure 6: Top Five African Countries according to the Average Weight of Land Seizures, 2015-2019.
Source: C4ADS’ Wildlife Seizure Database.

Figure 7: Number of Seizures and Total Weight Seized by Sector Originating From or Transiting Through Africa, 2015-2019.
Source: C4ADS’ Wildlife Seizure Database.
Maritime Trafficking Trends

Maritime trafficking is the modality of choice for the largest intercontinental shipments of pangolin products from Africa. Between 2015 and 2019, over 127 tonnes of pangolin products were confiscated from just 26 maritime shipments exported from Africa to Asia. The primary destinations of known pangolin seizures are Vietnam, Hong Kong, and China. En route to these and other markets, pangolin products often transship through countries like Singapore and Malaysia, each of which is a potential point of interdiction. Notably, the point of arrival for pangolin scales in Asia does not always align with the final consumer country. For example, a portion of scales that arrive in Vietnam are trafficked into China.

African authorities face many challenges when intercepting maritime shipments leaving the continent. Of the 30 maritime pangolin seizures linked to Africa between 2015 and 2019, only four of them—accounting for just 2% of all pangolin scales (by weight)—were seized in Africa. Cameroon and the DRC each made two seizures and are also two of the most common export countries for maritime pangolin shipments out of Central and West Africa, only preceded by Nigeria. Traffickers exported more than 87 tonnes of pangolin scales through Nigeria’s maritime sector over the last five years. Despite this, between 2015 and 2019, authorities at Nigerian ports made no known seizures; all maritime seizures occurred after transit through the country. Nigeria’s Apapa Port, in particular, appears to be commonly used by traffickers.

Figure 8: Pangolin Maritime Shipment Routes Linked to Africa, 2015-2019.
Source: C4ADS’ Wildlife Seizures Database.
Nigeria’s Enforcement Gap

Between 2015 and 2019, 55 known shipments of pangolins or pangolin products transited Nigeria and only 11 of them (20%) were intercepted within Nigeria.\(^20\) Shipments were most commonly seized in Hong Kong, Vietnam, and China (Figure 9) after departing Nigeria’s airports or seaports.\(^21\)

In 2019 alone, 10 pangolin scale shipments originated or transited through Nigeria, amounting to more than 54.5 tonnes of scales.\(^22\) Despite this, Nigeria only experienced two successful pangolin seizures, both of which were land-based.\(^23\) These two seizures confiscated just 2% of the total weight of pangolin scales linked to Nigeria in 2019.\(^24\) Since 64% of the weight of seized pangolin scales linked to Africa originated, transited, or were destined for Nigeria in the last five years,\(^25\) the country is a critical location for intervention.

Unfortunately, Nigeria successfully interdicted just 10% of the quantity of scales that transited its borders in the last five years,\(^26\) highlighting a significant gap in counter-wildlife trafficking capability within the country.
In Asia, key interdiction points include Hong Kong, Vietnam, China, Malaysia, and Singapore. Second only to Hong Kong, Vietnam makes more maritime seizures coming from Africa than other jurisdictions. Common seizure locations in Vietnam include the Ports of Saigon, Hai Phong, Da Nang, and Cat Lai. However, the Vietnamese seizures are typically smaller than those interdicted elsewhere. For example, Singapore’s seizures average 4.5 times larger.

Traffickers rely on low cost and commonly traded materials to obfuscate pangolin scales and disguise shipments as legal transactions. Common obfuscation methods in maritime shipments coming out of Africa include plastic, timber, nuts, and seeds. Over the last five years, Hong Kong intercepted five shipments declared as or obfuscated in plastic. These shipments came from Nigeria, Cameroon, and Ghana. Vietnam’s Hai Phong and Cat Lai ports are more likely to receive shipments concealed in timber. Timber is an increasingly significant import from Africa to Vietnam.
Air Trafficking Trends

The most frequent form of intercontinental pangolin trafficking from Africa to Asia relies on the air transport sector, including passenger-carried products and air freight. Between 2015 and 2019, nearly 13 tonnes of pangolin products were confiscated in 88 seizures from the air transit sector travelling between Africa and Asia. These shipments passed through 22 African countries. Yet, less than a third of them were intercepted on the continent. Only one country—Cameroon—achieved an interdiction rate greater than 50%. Nigeria, in particular, only seized 13% of its known illicit air shipments.

The most common African jurisdictions through which illicit shipments of pangolin products transited in the last five years include:

- **Nigeria** (Murtala Muhammed International Airport and Nnamdi Azikiwe International Airport)
- **Cameroon** (Douala International Airport and Yaoundé International Airport)
- **Ethiopia** (Bole International Airport)

African enforcement authorities struggle to effectively monitor and detect pangolin trafficking in the air transport sector. Over the last five years, air shipments of pangolin products that originated in Africa transited through airports in at least 120 instances. These shipments passed through 22 African countries. Yet, less than a third of them were intercepted on the continent. Only one country—Cameroon—achieved an interdiction rate greater than 50%. Nigeria, in particular, only seized 13% of its known illicit air shipments.

The most common African jurisdictions through which illicit shipments of pangolin products transited in the last five years include:

- **Nigeria** (Murtala Muhammed International Airport and Nnamdi Azikiwe International Airport)
- **Cameroon** (Douala International Airport and Yaoundé International Airport)
- **Ethiopia** (Bole International Airport)
As a result of limited frontline enforcement, 64% of pangolin air shipments from Africa to Asia are seized in Asia.\textsuperscript{48} The most common air seizure locations are Hong Kong and China, specifically Chengdu Shuangliu and Guangzhou Baiyun Airports.\textsuperscript{49} These locations are followed by Vietnam, Malaysia, and Thailand.\textsuperscript{50} Despite making significantly fewer seizures, average seizure weights in Malaysia, Vietnam, and Thailand are much higher than in China and Hong Kong.\textsuperscript{51} Limited data suggests this may be due to the volume of passengers carrying personal-use quantities of scales from Africa to China and the prominence of Southeast Asian countries in intercontinental air freight routes. For example, out of four seizures in Thailand, three contained more than 500 kilograms of pangolin scales.\textsuperscript{52} All three shipments were bound for Laos and were mainly air freight shipments (as opposed to passenger-carried shipments).\textsuperscript{53}

Figure 12: Successes and Failures in Air Transit Sector Interdictions by African Country, 2015-2019
Source: C4ADS’ Wildlife Seizure Database.

Figure 13: Top Countries for Africa-Linked Air Seizures in Asia by Number of Seizures and Total Weight, 2015-2019

Mean is only calculated from seizures with known seizure weights.

Note: A “missed” seizure instance is when a location fails to intercept a shipment of illicit product. This is identified when an illicit shipment is reported to have originated or transited through one location but is seized in a second location; thus, the first location failed to seize the illicit shipment (i.e. “missed” the seizure) instances.
Distribution into China

Whether arriving directly from the African continent or by way of a neighboring Asian country, China is the primary destination for illicitly-sourced pangolin scales. Authorities in Asia have seized over 195 tonnes of pangolin scales since 2015; 53% of which were seized in or destined for mainland China or Hong Kong. More than 40% of the 176 global pangolin scale seizures in or bound for China or Hong Kong are known to have originated in Africa—accounting for upwards of 84 tonnes since 2015.

 Trafficking by air and land are the most common methods by which pangolin scales enter China. These transport modes account for more than 70% of global scale seizures in or bound for China or Hong Kong. Air seizures in China and Hong Kong, on average, weigh 55 kilograms. Seizures on land in China and Hong Kong, on average, weigh 316 kilograms. However, the weight of pangolin scales seized from containers in China or Hong Kong is nearly four times greater than the amount confiscated from all other modes of transportation, combined. Maritime seizures of pangolin scales in China and Hong Kong—over half of which originate from Nigeria—totaled more than 72 tonnes.

Figure 14: Number of Pangolin Seizures in or Bound for China or Hong Kong and Cumulative Weight Seized by Transport Method, 2015-2019.
Source: C4ADS’ Wildlife Seizure Database.

Pangolin scales also arrive in China legally. Between 2015 and 2019, the CITES Trade Database indicates that over 13 tonnes of pangolin scales and skins were shipped to China from Africa, 92% of which were shipped after pangolins were up-listed to Appendix I in 2016.
The air and seaports with the greatest cumulative weights of seized pangolin scales are primarily located in southern China and Hong Kong. Just five cities in China (including Hong Kong) account for over 99.5% of all pangolin scales trafficked into the country by air and sea. For pangolin scales arriving in China and Hong Kong directly from West Africa by air, Hong Kong International is the principal point of entry. Additionally, Fangchenggang’s proximity to Vietnam makes it a significant point of entry for pangolin scales coming to China from Southeast Asia.

Mapping land seizures of pangolin scales and whole pangolins in China further reveals common points of entry from South and Southeast Asia, as well as distribution points for illicit pangolin products throughout the country. In Figure 16, seizures on the Myanmar-China border and around the Vietnam-China border highlight three prominent smuggling routes into China from Southeast Asia: through the Muse and Mongla border crossings in Myanmar, and through the Mong Cai border crossing in Vietnam. Numerous seizures at Hong Kong border crossings and in Shenzhen highlight another overland route for pangolin scales, often arriving from West Africa.

Regardless of transport method, pangolin products are seized throughout China. Between 2015 and 2019, C4ADS’ Wildlife Seizure Database shows that authorities in more than 60 cities have seized whole pangolins or their scales. Most of these cities have seen at least one land seizure. However, a major enforcement action by Chinese authorities reveals the complicated nature of pangolin distribution supply chains:

In 2019, authorities dismantled a pangolin trafficking syndicate that sourced scales from Nigeria. The scales were shipped to Busan in South Korea, then forwarded to Shanghai. From Shanghai, the traffickers smuggled their scales to Wenzhou and then distributed them to various parts of the country, including the Guangxi autonomous region.

---

The pangolin trafficking supply chain’s reliance on systems of licit trade and commerce provides law enforcement vital opportunities to intercept shipments before they are broken down and distributed to consumers. It is at key logistics hubs—border crossings, airports, and seaports—that trafficking syndicates are most vulnerable, both to detection and to profit loss. Upon reaching China, illicit pangolin scales meld into the country’s legal market for buying and producing pangolin-based medicine.

Figure 16: Land, Air, and Sea Seizures of Whole Pangolins or Pangolin Scales in China and Hong Kong, 2015-2019. Source: C4ADS’ Wildlife Seizure Database.
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Pangolin scales seized in or destined for China or Hong Kong increased by 171% between 2015 and 2019. During this period, at least 227 whole pangolins were seized each year. Traffickers are actively seeking to profit from demand for pangolin meat and pangolin-based traditional medicines in China; this demand is estimated to require 100,000 to 300,000 pangolins annually. Operating under conditions of lax enforcement, traffickers have long exploited the country’s self-regulating TCM market that allows companies to privately own government-registered scales. Regulatory changes to China’s TCM standards introduced by the government in June 2020 may begin to restrict the legal market’s operations, but it is too soon to determine the full effect.

Thus, understanding how traffickers and others circumvent the legal pangolin market is critical to preventing continued criminal activity, improving law enforcement, and effectively implementing new regulations. Even if new or future regulatory changes completely dismantle the legal market that currently provides cover to traffickers, a black market could persist through existing connections between traffickers and licit TCM actors.

This section maps China’s legal pangolin scale market as it has functioned since 2007, offering lessons on how criminals exploit licit systems and highlighting the risk legal markets pose for endangered wildlife in China and elsewhere.
**A Vulnerable Market Structure**

China’s legal pangolin scale market relies on thousands of companies and other actors to self-regulate their behavior. Companies, hospitals, apothecaries, and other entities using, buying, and selling pangolin scales are bound by domestic Chinese law and regulations issued by the National Forestry and Grasslands Administration (NFGA), which also houses China’s CITES management authority. While CITES protects pangolins internationally, the treaty lacks enforcement authority over domestic activities involving endangered species. China has exercised this leeway by allowing market actors to commercialize government-registered—but not always government-owned—“stockpile” scales since 2007. Despite restricting the trade to stockpiled scales, pangolin scales trafficked to China from Africa and other parts of Asia still find their way into the legal TCM market.

### Purposes of Demand

#### Medicine

Traditional medicine is the principal purpose for pangolin scales in China. Some TCM practitioners allege that scales can promote lactation, reduce swelling, and treat rheumatism, among serving other purposes. Pangolin scales are used to produce patented medications and to make prescribed TCM decoctions. Pangolin scales are used to produce patented medications and to make prescribed TCM decoctions.

#### Food

Pangolin is often eaten as a delicacy, with some people believing that the same health benefits of pangolin scales can also be obtained by eating the meat and other parts. Pangolin bones and scales are used in certain recipes.

#### Art

Luxury and cultural products are another use for pangolin parts, including scales and skin. Larger pangolin scales can be carved into pendants and objects like picks for stringed instruments. Pangolin claws can also be used as good luck charms.

---


---

---
China’s legal pangolin market operates within boundaries established by a 2007 NFGA announcement, “Notice on Strengthening Protections for Saiga, Pangolins, and Rare Reptiles, as well as the Regulation of their Products in Medicine.” The notice states that “the use of pangolin ingredients is strictly limited to clinical application in designated hospitals and the production of traditional Chinese medicine, and their public sale outside of designated hospitals is not allowed.” The notice also created China’s pangolin scale stockpile through a government registration program. TCM ingredient wholesalers and other owners of raw pangolin scales, such as pharmaceutical companies, may sell raw, government-registered scales from the stockpile to designated hospitals and pharmaceutical companies for processing with government approval. The post-processing sale of pangolin scales, such as scale powder and patented medicines, requires a special label to indicate the product used legally-sourced pangolin scales.

Thus, the principal actors in the legal market are the owners of pangolin scales (typically TCM ingredient wholesalers or pharmaceutical companies); pharmaceutical companies that manufacture patented medicines with pangolin scales; and government-designated hospitals that prescribe and apply pangolin-based remedies in a clinical setting. Other actors, such as attempted breeding programs, operate on the periphery of this system.

In the source, production, and distribution stages of the legal supply chain, C4ADS identified, by name, 1,036 companies, hospitals, zoos, associations, and breeding programs participating in China’s legal pangolin market. Together, these actors comprise a sample of the pangolin industry in China.

- In 2008, China released a list of 711 hospitals authorized to buy and use raw, unprocessed pangolin scales. Two additional hospitals were permitted to use pangolin products in 2015, bringing the total number of known designated hospitals to 713.
- Authorities never released a list of companies that registered scales with the NFGA’s provincial forestry bureaus or a list of the pharmaceutical companies manufacturing patented medicines with pangolin scales. One estimate puts the number of such pharmaceutical companies at 209, all of which C4ADS identified.
- C4ADS found an additional 114 companies, hospitals, zoos, and associations that either filed patents for products containing pangolin parts; were granted official permits to use, buy, sell, or otherwise transfer (e.g., gift) pangolin scales; or have allegedly engaged in pangolin breeding activities.

Figure 17: Official 2015 Template of the Special Label for Products Containing Wildlife
This is likely an underestimate of the true number of entities legally participating in the pangolin market given the opaque nature of the system. Nevertheless, the list provides a window through which to assess the geographic distribution of the market. The Exploitation of the Legal Market section later in this report discusses how this distribution of companies relates to illegal activity involving pangolin scales.

**Figure 18:** Heat Map of Known Companies, Hospitals, and Other Organizations Participating in China’s Legal Pangolin Market by Province
**Tipping the Scales**

*Tipping the Scales* are the most likely commercial entities to own pangolin scales that have been registered with the Chinese government’s Forestry Bureaus. These entities are often authorized pharmaceutical companies themselves. As a result, many of the permits for buying or selling pangolin scales reviewed by C4ADS concern commercial agreements between one or more pharmaceutical companies.

**Legal Imports** refers to pangolin scales bought by Chinese firms internationally with approval from the Chinese government’s Forestry Bureaus. Legal imports would also likely require a CITES permit in most cases. Since pangolins were up-listed to Appendix I in 2016, imports as a legal source for scales should become increasingly rare. However, CITES’ data indicates 14,000 kilograms of pangolin scales and skins were shipped to China from Africa between 2015 and 2019, 86% of which were shipped after 2016.

Patented Medicine Production

Authorized companies produce patented medications from raw pangolin scales. These companies can sell pangolin scales to both other pharmaceutical companies and to designated hospitals with government approval. The medicines they produce are given special labels to verify their approved use of raw pangolin scales.

Clinical Application

Designated hospitals are the only entities allowed to use pangolin scales for clinical purposes, which likely happens through their internal pharmacies and TCM apothecaries. These hospitals prescribe patented medicines containing pangolin scales, process raw scales into medicinal remedies, typically by grinding them into powder, and apply pangolin-based TCM remedies.

*** Chinese law does not appear to explicitly allow for pangolin scales sourced from breeding programs. China’s 2017 National Wildlife Law states that artificial breeding of protected species like pangolin is only permitted for purposes of protecting the species. However, prior to this, breeding was promoted as a method for replenishing scarce TCM resources, and scales sourced from artificial breeding programs are not counted toward China’s consumption quota. There are notable examples of pangolin breeding programs established by Chinese pharmaceutical companies and comments by representatives of those companies suggest scales from breeding programs are used for TCM products. If a company can apply for and receive permits for both breed and sell pangolin scales, it would be legal. In the international market, CITES regulations would likely govern whether Chinese companies can receive approval to import scales from breeding programs.

**** It is unclear whether Modern Pharmacies outside of designated hospitals are allowed to carry legally-manufactured and appropriately labelled patented medications that contain pangolin as an ingredient.

*“TCM Ingredient Wholesalers” are the most likely commercial entities to own pangolin scales that have been registered with the Chinese government’s Forestry Bureaus. These entities are often authorized pharmaceutical companies themselves. As a result, many of the permits for buying or selling pangolin scales reviewed by C4ADS concern commercial agreements between one or more pharmaceutical companies.

**“Legal Imports” refers to pangolin scales bought by Chinese firms internationally with approval from the Chinese government’s Forestry Bureaus. Legal imports would also likely require a CITES permit in most cases. Since pangolins were up-listed to Appendix I in 2016, imports as a legal source for scales should become increasingly rare. However, CITES’ data indicates 14,000 kilograms of pangolin scales and skins were shipped to China from Africa between 2015 and 2019, 86% of which were shipped after 2016.

*** Chinese law does not appear to explicitly allow for pangolin scales sourced from breeding programs. China’s 2017 National Wildlife Law states that artificial breeding of protected species like pangolin is only permitted for purposes of protecting the species. However, prior to this, breeding was promoted as a method for replenishing scarce TCM resources, and scales sourced from artificial breeding programs are not counted toward China’s consumption quota. There are notable examples of pangolin breeding programs established by Chinese pharmaceutical companies and comments by representatives of those companies suggest scales from breeding programs are used for TCM products. If a company can apply for and receive permits for both breed and sell pangolin scales, it would be legal. In the international market, CITES regulations would likely govern whether Chinese companies can receive approval to import scales from breeding programs.

**** It is unclear whether Modern Pharmacies outside of designated hospitals are allowed to carry legally-manufactured and appropriately labelled patented medications that contain pangolin as an ingredient.
Tipping the Scales

Stockpile and Quota System

The use, purchase, and sale of scales between actors in China’s legal pangolin market is regulated by a stockpile and quota system. Only pangolin scales from the government-registered stockpile can be used for the legal practice of TCM and to produce pangolin-based patented medicines. However, the system allows companies to retain private ownership of pangolin scale stocks, thus creating opportunities for illegal activity.

The stockpile and quota system was established by the NFGA’s 2007 “Notice on Strengthening Protections for Saiga, Pangolins, and Rare Reptiles, as well as the Regulation of their Products in Medicine.” This system has four key features:

- An annual census of pangolin scales in all provinces, autonomous regions, and municipalities;
- An annual consumption quota to define the maximum amount of pangolin scales that can be used within each province, autonomous region, and municipality;
- A permit system by which the government approves and monitors the use, purchase, and sale of all pangolin scales; and
- A decentralized system of non-government ownership and control over pangolin scales in China.

China’s stockpile fundamentally relies on the TCM market to self-regulate because the pangolin scales in China’s stockpile are typically not in the government’s possession. The 2007 notice instructed government departments across China to “verify the [pangolin] stocks of relevant work units in each region.” In 2008, an industry periodical relayed the government’s request for all “enterprises” (i.e., companies) to report their pangolin

![Figure 19: A 2019 Permit Approving the Sale of 3,000 Kilograms of Pangolin Scales by Shanghai Traditional Chinese Medicine Co. to Chongqing Shangyao Huiyuan Pharmaceutical Co.](source)

stocks to central authorities.\textsuperscript{38} The 2007 notice does not indicate that the government planned to take physical possession of reported pangolin scales, only that the stocks would be recorded and monitored.\textsuperscript{39} Accordingly, permits issued by the provincial forestry bureaus of the NFGA for the purchase and sale of pangolin scales often specify the transfer of scales from one corporate entity to another rather than from the government to a company. Behind these permits are contracts in which companies negotiate their own prices for scales.\textsuperscript{40, 41}

Therefore, China’s “stockpiled” pangolin scales are largely not consolidated in one location by the government but are held by individual companies who apply for permission from the government before using the scales or transferring ownership of them. The exact size of this decentralized stockpile is not publicly known. Despite allegedly conducting an annual census of pangolin stocks, the Chinese government has never publicly disclosed the total number of pangolin scales held nationally or in each province.\textsuperscript{42} Nor has the NFGA published information on the number of scales used by companies and hospitals in any one year.\textsuperscript{43} While some areas such as Hebei\textsuperscript{44} and Shanghai\textsuperscript{45} publish their pangolin permits in a searchable online format, most do not.

The annual maximum consumption quota for each province, autonomous region, and municipality may provide an imperfect gauge of the volume of scales available in each location. The NFGA regularly published these figures from 2008 to 2015. During this period, the cumulative average of China’s consumption quota across all administrative regions exceeded 26 tonnes annually.\textsuperscript{46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51} That said, yearly consumption quota announcements are not a reliable proxy for judging the actual amount of scales used in a given year. Quota announcements from the 2012-2013 and 2013-2014 periods specify that when demand exceeds the quota, “enterprises may choose to purchase [pangolin scales] obtained through artificial breeding and provided by legal breeding enterprises.”\textsuperscript{52, 53} It does not specify if this policy includes foreign breeding programs, or whether it is limited to Chinese breeding programs. Regardless, scales from breeding programs do not appear to count toward the quota maximum (Reference Breeding Programs’ Ties to Pharmaceutical Companies).
Figure 20: The Pangolin Scale Consumption Quota (kilograms) per Province per Year, 2008-2015.


Shanghai Market

Between 2015 and 2019, authorities in Shanghai97 seized more than 6 tonnes of pangolin scales.80 Shanghai is one of the most transparent administrative regions for information on the pangolin stockpile, having reported its consumption quota every year from 2008 to 2015. The city’s permits regulating the transfer, purchase, sale, and use of pangolin scales remain publicly accessible as of this report’s publication.

By searching the Shanghai Forestry Bureau’s public information portal for permits that include the word “pangolin” (“穿山甲”) in the title, C4ADS found 96 permits issued between 2007 and 2020.82 While the city’s available permits show only 18 individual applicants, C4ADS identified a list of 30 hospitals and other businesses operating in Shanghai’s legal pangolin market.

According to available government permits, from 2007 to 2020, more than 59 tonnes of pangolin scales were legally imported to, shipped out of, sold or bought in, or used in Shanghai. Not all of the permits include weight information, nor do they account for untouched stockpile scales, so this is likely an underestimation of the amount of scales in Shanghai’s market. As a result, this number is not directly comparable to Shanghai’s average annual consumption quota, which was 3,531 kilograms between 2008 and 2015.80 61 62 63 64 65 However, Shanghai’s quota was consistently among the largest in China, confirming the large size of the city’s stockpile.

Being self-regulated, the legal pangolin market is vulnerable to exploitation. Market surveys, interviews, court records, and investigative reporting consistently show that pangolin trafficking syndicates feed illicitly-obtained scales into this legal system.8 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Indeed, the legal market is circumvented at nearly every point in its supply chain, creating a black market that is nested within the legal system.

# Notes

---

**Figure 21**: Number of Shanghai-Issued Permits for the Transfer, Purchase, Sale, and Use of Pangolin Scales and Cumulative Permitted Weight (kilograms) by Year, 2007-2020

Exploitation of the Legal Market

The trust placed in China’s pharmaceutical companies, hospitals, and other actors of the legal pangolin market, coupled with lax enforcement, has created a permissive environment for illicit activity. The market is circumvented at nearly every level, including by trafficking syndicates that sell African pangolin scales into the otherwise legal supply chain. Illicitly-sourced scales from Africa and other parts of Asia not only contravene China’s regulatory protections for pangolins and CITES’ Appendix I listing of the species, but their use likely also violates China’s official pharmacopeia, which long specified only Chinese pangolin as suitable for use in medicinal products. Furthermore, the use of illicitly obtained pangolin scales is a longstanding issue.

Illicit Sales by TCM Apothecaries and Wholesalers

According to the NFGA’s 2007 regulation, pangolin scales are only to be used in the production of patented medicine and for clinical application at designated hospitals. TCM ingredient wholesalers are also allowed to sell registered scales to designated hospitals and pharmaceutical companies with government approval. However, interviews with TCM wholesalers and apothecary representatives suggest that their scales are smuggled from Southeast Asia, Pakistan, and Africa. One pharmacist indicated “that hospitals purchase pangolin scales from authorized [TCM ingredient] wholesalers, but due to lack of regulation, wholesalers often mix illegally sourced pangolin parts with legal ones.” Market surveys have also shown that apothecaries source raw scales from TCM ingredient wholesalers and pharmaceutical companies directly. TCM apothecaries have also been found selling raw scales without government-mandated markings, underscoring their illegality.

Improper Sourcing at Pharmaceutical Companies

In the legal market, only pangolin scales that are registered may be used to produce pangolin-based patented medicines or clinically applied in designated hospitals. Although some pharmaceutical companies are allegedly willing to pay higher prices for legal pangolin scales, investigations have found that smuggled scales are passed through dealers and TCM apothecaries, “who then sell them on to pharmaceutical companies.” Chinese court records also show a small number of instances in which pharmaceutical companies have bought and sold scales without proper government approval.

Lax Regulation of Hospitals

Roughly 18% of all TCM hospitals in China are legally designated by the NFGA to buy, sell, and use pangolin scales. However, non-designated hospitals also illegally acquire, use, and sell the scales. A preliminary survey in Henan province revealed that out of 15 hospitals selling pangolin scales, 40% were not authorized to do so. This situation reveals that both hospital administrators and their suppliers violate the legal market’s regulatory framework.

Outside of the System

In violation of Chinese regulations and wholly outside the legal market, pangolin scales are also sold online directly to consumers. Internet sales are found on both general e-commerce platforms and on specialized TCM ingredient websites.
Exploratory analysis of pangolin seizure data and data on China’s legal pangolin market highlights potential high-risk locations where legal pangolin activities and trafficking converge. C4ADS used each of its available datasets to rank the level of exposure to China’s provinces in the illegal and legal pangolin trade based on five indicators:

- **Number of legal actors in the pangolin industry (e.g., hospitals, companies, etc.)** Percent of total legal actors accounted for by a province
- **Pangolin scale consumption quota, 2008-2015** Average of the percent of the yearly quota accounted for by a province
- **Whole pangolins seized, 2015-2019** Percent of live or dead pangolins seized in China accounted for by a province
- **Weight of scales seized, 2015-2019** Percent of pangolin scales seized in China accounted for by a province
- **Number of seizures, 2015-2019** Percent of pangolin seizures in China accounted for by a province

C4ADS calculated a cumulative average across these five indicators for each province to develop a final ranking. Based on the results, C4ADS was able to identify the top 10 provinces (based on available data) with involvement in both the legal and illegal pangolin trade: Guangdong, Zhejiang, Guangxi, Shanghai, Beijing, Yunnan, Hunan, Sichuan, Jilin, and Liaoning (in descending rank). Figures 22 and 23 show the breakdown for these provinces across the indicators described previously:
These 10 provinces, on average, account for 60% of the legal market and are exposed to 93% of the illegal market. Further, the top five provinces— Guangdong, Zhejiang, Guangxi, Shanghai, and Beijing—are home to major cross-border and intercontinental transport corridors and infrastructure. As a result, the legal actors in these areas may be particularly exposed to pangolin trafficking activity.

Additionally, Guangdong and Hunan provinces have both relatively high numbers of legal pangolin scale market actors and seizure metrics compared to the rest of China. Guangdong is prominent in each of the five categories above. Hunan ranked among the top 10 for all the categories except for the consumption quota between 2008 and 2015. During this period, Hunan’s authorities only set a consumption quota twice; zero kilograms in the 2008-2009 period and 540 kilograms in the 2009-2010 period. Several other provinces, including Sichuan and Shandong, also appear in at least three of the lists above, although Shandong is not a top 10 province after accounting for all of the indicators.

Analysis of legal and illegal market exposure by law enforcement agencies with access to customs, arrest, and NFGA data can facilitate a granular understanding of high-risk provinces. On the basis of that understanding, law enforcement could direct its inspections of particular actors. Future analyses should strive to compare the output and volume of pangolin scales used by hospitals and pharmaceutical companies with law enforcement metrics to identify which companies may be most exposed to pangolin trafficking.

Tracking illicit shipments of pangolins, their scales, and other products through complex trafficking supply chains and into China's opaque legal TCM market is difficult at scale. However, understanding how the TCM market has operated since 2007, the scope and scale of actors participating in it, and how traffickers exploit this market is critical to enforcing and improving protections for pangolins—something the Chinese government has taken steps toward over the last several years.

**Guangdong: A Closer Look**

Emphasizing Guangdong’s potential exposure to the legal and illegal market, the province is or was home to at least five alleged breeding programs. One of those breeding programs is the Dongguan Qingfeng Garden Medicinal Animal Research Institute (东莞市庆丰园药用动物研究所), which allegedly has or had an affiliated breeding program in Nigeria. A former associate of the company spoke to Chinese media in 2017. The associate claimed that the company’s method of acquiring seedlings (first generation pangolins used to start breeding) amounted to “smuggling,” particularly the company’s reliance on live pangolins previously rescued from traffickers.

---


Improving, But Incomplete Legal Protections

Two regulatory changes introduced in June 2020 may begin to reduce the application of pangolin-based medicinal remedies in certain settings. These changes build on smaller steps to restrict the market for pangolin-based remedies in TCM since 2019. For example, in mid-2019, China’s 2020 TCM clinical examination outline removed content related to the use of pangolins for treatment.97 Beginning in January 2020, China’s government-sponsored traditional medicine insurance no longer covers pangolin-based remedies.98 99 The government is also taking steps to strengthen regulatory enforcement of attempted pangolin breeding within China.100 However, historically lax enforcement of similar protections for other endangered species101 and potential gaps in regulation may allow traffickers to continue profiting from the legal market that has existed since 2007.

In the first regulatory change introduced in June 2020, the NFGA upgraded the level of protections afforded to all species of pangolins from National Grade-II to National Grade-I,102 placing pangolins on par with tigers and giant pandas.103 Functionally, this means harsher penalties for traffickers,104 105 106 but does not necessarily put an end to the legal trade in pangolin scales. China’s National Wildlife Protection Law allows the hunting of, consumption of, and commercial activities involving Grade-I (and Grade-II) protected species under “special circumstances” and for “heritage protection.”107 Provincial forestry bureaus under the NFGA approve these exceptions, and since 2007 “special circumstances” have seemingly been the justification for the use of pangolin scales in TCM.108

In the second regulatory change introduced in June 2020, China’s official 2020 pharmacopoeia reportedly removed pangolins from its section on TCM ingredients.109 Whether this will lead to a significant reduction in the use of pangolin-based TCM remedies is uncertain. Article 44 of China’s Pharmaceutical Administration Law states that TCM decoction pieces must be in accordance with the country’s national drug standards.110 However, when the national standards lack specific regulations, what is and is not

Figure 23: Milestones in China’s Legal Protection for Pangolin


allowed is determined by provincial authorities. Thus, while TCM ingredient standards at the national level now exclude pangolin (at least partially), some provincial-level standards may continue to allow the use of pangolin products for TCM. Moreover, the changes to China’s 2020 pharmacopeia do not restrict pangolin scales from being used to produce patented medicines. Indeed, the pharmacopoeia still lists pangolin scales as an ingredient in at least eight patented medicines.

Even if the June 2020 and future regulatory changes close China’s legal pangolin market completely, the connections forged between legitimate businesses—hospitals, pharmaceutical companies, and TCM ingredient wholesalers—and trafficking syndicates over the past 13 years will likely persist. The key to effectively preventing the emergence of a wholly black market is mapping these relationships and how they function. Increasing transparency around the current legal market is the first step. This would include publishing the provincial consumption quotas since 2015, current stockpile quantities, permits for the use and sale of pangolin scales, and comprehensive lists of companies producing or selling pangolin-based products. These measures, coupled with data-driven investigative methods, will expose how illicit systems nest within legal markets and thus improve enforcement against pangolin traffickers.
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Wildlife traffickers, driven by lucrative profits derived from the TCM market in Asia, hunt pangolins, threatening the species’ survival. The annual quantity of pangolin scales seized globally increased by nearly 400% between 2015 and 2019, and authorities seized over 323 tonnes of pangolin meat and scales during those five years. Illegal wildlife traffickers undermine efforts toward the rule of law and good governance, and ultimately, degrade local environments, and may even contribute to public health concerns.

With data-backed analysis, law enforcement and policymakers can be better equipped to disrupt and dismantle the syndicates that facilitate these operations.

The core findings of Tipping the Scales are as follows:

- Central and West Africa have become hubs for trafficking activity. Seventy-two percent of African pangolin scale shipments over the last five years transited these regions, averaging 1,300 kilograms per seizure.
- Traffickers rely on and co-opt established subsistence bushmeat trades. This opportunity to profit twice from one animal incentivizes hunters to further engage in the activity.
- Breeding facilities in Africa and Asia can act as a front for illegal pangolin scale trafficking.
- Nigeria and Cameroon are critical exit points from the African continent. Nearly 50% of known seizures originating in Africa and destined for Asia are associated with one or both of these countries.
- Syndicates rely on maritime and air transport for intercontinental trafficking. While 70% of intercontinental trafficking instances tied to Africa rely on the air transport sector, 81% of the total weight of pangolin scales are trafficked via maritime shipping.
- China and Hong Kong are the top destinations or seizure locations for illegal pangolin shipments. These jurisdictions are tied to 65% of all known Asia-bound pangolin scale shipments that originated in Africa since 2015.
- Lax oversight of the Chinese pangolin scale stockpile allows traffickers to mix illicit scales from Africa and Asia into the existing licit system. While the Chinese central government recently announced that pangolin scales were removed from part of the official TCM pharmacopeia, it remains to be seen whether implementation will be effective.
- Guangdong province has the highest levels of exposure to both the legal and illegal pangolin markets.
Recommendations

C4ADS offers 10 recommendations categorized into three broad opportunities for intervention: law enforcement and training, legal and regulatory environment, and data sharing and transparency. The following recommendations focus on ways that governments and NGOs can create an environment that is less profitable and higher-risk for traffickers.

Law Enforcement and Training

*Increase training programs on CWT for law enforcement and customs officials*

Law enforcement and customs officials should be trained to effectively identify the indicators and trends for wildlife trafficking activity, including common obfuscation methods and routes. Training programs should emphasize the importance of chain of custody standards and reporting requirements. This would not only support prosecutions but would create a data repository to help investigators identify emerging trends and wildlife trafficking networks. In jurisdictions where funding is scarce, CWT-specific content should be added to existing customs and law enforcement training programs, which would decrease costs and elevate the importance of the issue to the same level as other crimes.

*Strengthen detection systems at key transport hubs*

Law enforcement officers and investigators need the proper tools to improve monitoring and detection efforts at key transport hubs in the illicit wildlife tracking (IWT) supply chain. Using advanced scanning technology and sniffer dogs at air and seaports can increase the likelihood of identifying illicit products, even during random checks. Increased risk of detection at specific ports and airports will temporarily lead to more seizures, and over the long-term, force traffickers to disengage in the trade as it becomes more expensive and riskier. Key transport hubs should improve law enforcement capacity; these include airports in Cameroon, seaports in Nigeria, land border crossings in Myanmar and Vietnam, and air and seaports in China and Hong Kong.

Legal and Regulatory Environment

*Make illegal wildlife trafficking a predicate offense to other crimes*

Wildlife traffickers rely on a permissive environment to facilitate their operations, and consistent convictions can be a major deterrent for criminals. Legislative and governmental bodies need to create a legal environment that deters traffickers from engaging in IWT. Source and demand countries should update existing laws, regulations, or rules to clearly define wildlife trafficking as a predicate offense to other crimes such as money laundering and fraud. Not only would this allow investigators and prosecutors greater ability to target and take down entire networks, but it would also increase prosecution of key high-level trafficking coordinators who are less often caught in possession of illegal wildlife.

*Remove pangolin from China’s pharmacopeia completely*

While China announced the removal of pangolins from the TCM ingredients section of the national pharmacopeia in June 2020, the animal’s products are still listed ingredients of patented medicines.⁵ Pangolin scales may also continue to be legally used as raw TCM ingredients under provincial standards. The existence of this legal market for pangolin scales creates opportunities for illicit actors to evade
detection. Removing the remaining legal grounds, both at the national and provincial levels, for commercial production and sale of pangolin-based medicinal products will make it easier to detect and prosecute illicit activity. Additionally, steps should be taken to ensure legal actors abide by the revised regulations and prosecute those who do not.

Revise self-regulatory practices of the pangolin scale stockpile in China

The Chinese pangolin scale stockpile is managed by provincial authorities, but physical possession of the scales remains in the hands of for-profit companies. This fractured oversight fosters uncertainty and confusion that is further amplified by poor disclosure of the key actors and stockpile quantities. As such, the central government should directly manage and take possession of the stockpile.

Increase prosecution and conviction of entities that illegally use and sell pangolin scales in China

The availability of pangolins and pangolin scales in markets and apothecaries in China outside of the permitted structure is well known. Law enforcement in China should increase investigations and prosecutions against these actors to deter their engagement in the trade. As successful arrests and convictions occur, they should be widely publicized to make clear the costs of participating in the trade.

Data Sharing and Transparency

Improve seizure press releases and reporting

Seizure data is critical to understanding the typologies and trends of IWT, without which, analysis of the global pangolin trade would be incomplete. Detailed reporting is critical to establish commonly used routes and methods to educate key stakeholders on emerging trends and tactics. In 2019, C4ADS, as part of the ROUTES partnership, published Wildlife Seizure Press Releases: A Best Practice Guide. The guide highlights ways in which improved reporting can support transparency and foster an understanding of IWT.

Update existing legal mechanisms to cultivate cross-mandate communication and collaboration

Law enforcement and prosecutors should communicate across jurisdictions, sharing information and data where necessary to support ongoing investigations. Mutual legal assistance treaties (MLAT) provide a clear framework for jurisdictions to communicate and share information. Wildlife trafficking often transits several jurisdictions, complicating law enforcement’s ability to successfully prosecute criminals involved in transnational operations. In addition to formal communications via MLATs, IWT-focused law enforcement should establish regular lines of communication with officials in key jurisdictions to support transnational investigations.

Invest in data-sharing technology platforms to cultivate cross-mandate communication and collaboration

On a regional and global level, law enforcement authorities should adopt secure data-sharing platforms. Further, law enforcement should invest in efforts to standardize data collection and reporting to allow for interoperability of analysis. Formal communications among officials operating in jurisdictions along a network’s supply chain are crucial to executing targeted enforcement operations that dismantle the illegal system of actors.
Endnotes

1 C4ADS’ Wildlife Seizure Database.


